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Drive Productivity, Security & Efficiencies in Your School with Dispatcher Phoenix

Dispatcher Phoenix Education is an advanced document workflow solution that automates the redundant and time-consuming tasks educators 
face daily, such as grading tests, protecting student privacy, managing transcript data, and more. With this solution, education institutions will drive 
productivity, improve efficiencies, and enhance the collaboration between students and teachers, creating a stronger learning environment. Here are a 
few examples of challenges that educators and school administrators face and how Dispatcher Phoenix can help:

CHALLENGE: Long Grading Process Delays  Time for  Teaching
Professors and teachers face an overwhelming volume of paperwork every year. Schools are required to test their students to ensure they are 
comprehending what is being taught, allowing them to grow as learners. Grading exams is extremely time consuming for teachers, but automatic 
grading solutions in today’s market require schools to purchase bubble sheet answer forms which are extremely expensive. 

SOLUTION: D ispatcher  Phoenix  Bubble  Grader  for  Automated Test  Scor ing and Report ing 
Dispatcher Phoenix Bubble Grader is a cost-effective solution that makes creating and grading exams simpler. Educators can easily create their own 
bubble sheet tests and print them out on plain paper, eliminating the need to purchase or store preprinted tests. This solution comes with a web-
based Bubble Sheet Generator tool that allows teachers to customize their tests with a specific number of questions/answers, weighted questions, 
unique test IDs, exam details, and more. Once the testing has been completed, Dispatcher Phoenix will automatically grade exams and create 
comprehensive test reports to allow educators to analyze classroom performance and better meet their students’ learning needs.

CHALLENGE: Document  Over load Leads to  Mishandl ing & L imi ts  Phys ica l  Storage
Classrooms and administration offices lined with filing cabinets and overwhelming stacks of paper documents create stress for 
administrators, teachers, and students. The lack of organization leads to misplacing or losing important documents, which 
interrupts productivity.

SOLUTION: D ispatcher  Phoenix  for  Automated F i le  Co l lect ion and Dis t r ibut ion 
Using a Dispatcher Phoenix automated workflow, schools can automatically capture, index, process and route 
documents and data in a single step. For simple scanning workflows, educators can approach any networked MFP 
and using a Windows-like folder browsing interface, intuitively scan and upload documents for processing through a 
workflow. To streamline your education workflows, Dispatcher Phoenix offers single-sign on direct connections to popular 
content management systems and cloud storage providers including, Box, Dropbox, One Drive, Google Drive, SharePoint, 
SharePoint Online, and more. Dispatcher Phoenix Web makes it quick and easy for educators to configure and manage 
their cloud storage accounts for single sign-on to a Scan-to-Cloud workflow.

CHALLENGE: Document  and Data  Secur i ty  wi th in  Student  Records
Today, document security is of paramount importance for any organization. Identity theft, and espionage have elevated document security 
as a pressing issue for every organization. With the strict personal information safety standards of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act 
(FERPA), education organizations struggle to protect students’ private information while keeping up with the tremendous amount of incoming 
documents and forms that this paper intensive industry receives.

SOLUTION: D ispatcher  Phoenix  Educat ion for  Secure  Document  Process ing 
With Dispatcher Phoenix Education, educators can automatically secure confidential student records and other documents. With an automated 
workflow, sensitive information can be permanently removed via intelligent redaction, and files can be automatically converted to password-protected 
PDFs to ensure confidentiality. In addition, Dispatcher Phoenix offers Release2Me, a convenient and secure print release system to ensure that 
confidential documents are never left uncollected on the printer.
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